The following are pictures from the week ending in 9.10.21 in regards to the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Center (DEI)/Student Government Room Renovations Project. Major is complete on this project and now the focus will be upon installing new wall framing. The window supplier/installer was out to verify the dimensions of the new window/door systems on the north and east walls. This was necessary as the systems in the current market are longer lead times when it comes to the expectation that they will be delivered and on site so as not to delay the overall construction schedule. Additionally this week there was also the coordination meeting held to finalize the furniture order. Again that industry was also hit hard by the COVID pandemic and so it was necessary to the order in sooner than later to assure that all the pieces will be on site when needed.

All three photos show the work that was accomplished this past week which was basically a lot of masonry detailing. After the new steel support lintels were installed last week this allowed the masons to fill in above and around the new window and entry systems with concrete block that will eventually be covered by new furring strips and wallboard.